Igor Dodon was elected Moldova’s president at the end of last October, just days before the election that would hand Donald Trump the presidency of the United States. And just like Trump, Dodon, who had run on a pro-Russian platform, promptly set about upending old alignments and certainties in his country.

Dodon’s first state visit was to Moscow, on 17 January. At a joint news conference with Russian leader Vladimir Putin, Dodon claimed that Moldova had not benefited “in the slightest” from deepening relations with the European Union. He alleged that an Association Agreement with the EU, which entered into force last summer, led to a decline in Moldovan exports to Russia. What his country needed instead, he suggested, were “friendly relations and a strategic partnership with Russia.”

What Dodon left out in his comments was that the decline in trade with Russia was due to Russian sanctions, not to the effects of the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (DCFTA) that forms part of the Association Agreement with the EU – effects that will emerge only in the longer term. Russia imposed sanctions in 2013-14 in response to Moldova’s deepening relationship with the EU and the progress made in the association negotiations. He was also silent about the considerable financial assistance Moldova received from the EU. (The dramatic changes in Moldova's foreign trade relations are outlined in a new CEPS Policy Insight.)

Dodon is expected to visit Brussels on 6th and 7th of February – to launch the idea of a “trilateral platform” between the European Union, Russia and Moldova. He is also seeking observer status for his country in the Russia-led Eurasian Economic Union (EEU), saying that a majority of Moldovans wanted to join it rather than a free-trade area with the EU. (Recent polls suggest that 40%-50% of Moldovans prefer the EEU over the Association Agreement with the EU.) The trilateral forum and observer status in the EEU appear designed to avoid a hard choice between Brussels and Moscow; the key question is whether it will be sufficient to persuade Moscow to drop its trade sanctions against Moldova.

Underpinning Dodon’s trilateral initiative is his belief that Moldova will never be allowed to join the EU and that in order to regain a level of influence over its breakaway region of Transdniester, which
has been under Russian control for the past 25 years, the country needs to find ‘common ground’ with Russia. On January 23rd, he told Russia’s state-run TV channel RT that the people in Transdniester and Gagauzia oppose European integration and want closer ties with Russia instead: “We will not succeed in uniting the country if we do not build a strategic partnership with Russia.”

At the same time, Dodon warned that next-door neighbor Romania (a member of the EU since 2007) was poised “to absorb us at any moment”, suggesting that Moldova risked losing its statehood altogether if it did not steer clear of the EU. As a consequence, he supports the termination of Moldova’s Association Agreement with the EU, although he has said that he would leave a decision to do so to the next parliament, due to be elected next year.

All this suggests that Dodon’s bold policy statements will be tempered by pragmatic considerations. Dodon is a former leader of the Socialist Party, which controls the largest group in the country’s parliament but is in opposition. The current government consists of a coalition of parties that nominally favour closer ties with the EU. With the limited powers inherent in the president’s office, there is not that much that Dodon can do at the moment.

Nevertheless, his election is a manifestation of very real developments in Moldova and possibly the EU’s Eastern neighbourhood more generally. ‘Enlargement fatigue’ may now have spread from core Europe to the other side, afflicting the countries on the EU’s fringe, whose citizens are demanding more tangible returns on the investment in reform they have been asked to make in the name of European integration. (Never mind that many of these reforms are shallow or have not been undertaken at all.)

Moreover, even if Dodon's statements may not shape policy at this point, they have already cast doubt on Moldova's strategic orientation towards Europe, as Michael Emerson, Senior Associate Research Fellow at CEPS, and Denis Cenușa, a Researcher at Expert-Grup, Chisinau, argue in their Policy Insight.

The benefits of increased trade with the EU may be too abstract, or too unevenly spread, to leave much of an impression with ordinary Moldovans, many of whom see a venal political elite as the prime drivers of European integration (or a make-believe version thereof) and the main beneficiaries of the EU’s financial assistance. A massive banking scandal, in which one billion US dollars was stolen and transformed into public debt with the connivance of the country’s supposedly pro-EU leadership, further eroded trust in the authorities and in the EU. The EU should ensure that it does not go soft on political elites simply because they profess to be pro-European.

---
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